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Intralox customers have come to expect world-class customer 
service, and part of those expectations is the ability to conduct 

routine business with Intralox online.

However, customers can only call for basic details like Tracking Numbers, Invoices, Packing Slips, Etc.
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My day job at the time was 
developing a UI system that 
could be used to build Intralox’s 
custom internal applications.

But this problem represented an opportunity to 

show the company what Product Design could do 

for Customer Experience.
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The initial objective was to provide Intralox’s world-class 
customer service online by reducing the number of calls for 
routine information and giving customer service reps more 

time to focus on more important customer needs.

But there was another value proposition hiding in plain sight.
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During research, it was discovered that our customers 
actually had the better experience as they only had to 

make one call.

In other words, our internal CS Reps could not serve the customers directly.



Pitched Dashboard



Actual Dashboard



Pitched Order Views



Pitched Order Views



Pitched Order Views



Actual Order Views
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Upcoming Order Views



The application became an Operational Excellence play. 
Almost every transaction completed by a CS Rep represents 
one less call to another department, representing massive 

time savings.
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By The Numbers

Total Users

Packing Slips

Order Searches Invoices Between September 1, 2021 
& Mar 20, 2022

Clicked Tracking Additional Documents

267

1,938

6,903 2,237 15 MINUTES/CALL

1,726 COMPANY HOURS SAVED

PER MONTH

~247 COMPANY HOURS SAVED

MONTHLY COMPANY SAVINGS

~$50,0001,035 351



“It definitely saved time because the customer that we were working with was an 
e-billing customer.  What that means is that they are set up as a no print customer, 
so to be able to run a print job in Oracle, we would have had to go in and set each 
INVOICE as print (which is a step within itself) and THEN go and run the print jobs, 

so it DEFINITELY saved time.  The e-billing customers is definitely where this is 
going to save time for sure on the credit teams end.

 
I was grateful to have it!”

- Shelley Adams upon completing an Invoice Audit for UPS using CXP



C’est Fin



Lockstep 

ONBOARDING EVOLUTION



Lockstep was a series A startup working on solving the problem of 
disconnected accounting practices. Because accounting has two clear 
and distinct services - recievables and payments - Lockstep needed an 

onbording system that could onboard users to a variety of products 
Lockstep was developing.

And some of these products weren’t even for Accountants.



The onboarding flow was 
largely driven by the technical 
requirements to onboard a user 
to the dashboard you see here.

Namely, our assumptions were that a user would 

be required to add their accounting system and 

email to get to this screen.





We used these user flow 
sessions as postups to establish 
affinity maps and understand 
business requirements.

The results of these sessions would be turned into 

prototypes to show how a user would flow through 

the product and when requirements would be 

gathered in the onboarding experience.





The general philosophy we wanted to follow was to 
limit the number of edits a user had to make by pulling 

information in from connected systems.

We paired this with a step counter to show the user’s progress (and 

hopefully how little they have left to complete).



The Crucial Flow



This approach was tested and validated with users, but 
engineering had a hard time pulling the information from social 
logins. We opted to test this while we worked on other options. 

At the very least, we’d get valuable data and feedback.

We learned that auto populating is crucial, and importantly – asking for too much 

information upfront resulted in major dropoffs.





In going back to raw 
wireframes, the goal was 
to establish an OKR that 
engineering and product could 
agree to.

We want to simplify the account creation 

process to reduce the amount of user drop 

offs and reduce the amount of engineering 

overhead in creating an account.”



After working with engineering and stakeholders we were able to get 
agreement on a major shift in how we approached onboarding. We would no 
longer ask for personal or accounting system information upfront. Instead, 
that would move to individual app onboarding experience where needed.

This also gave us a new opportunity. Because account creation was so simple, if a user were to drop 

off at another app, we had the ability to contact that user for user interviews or for marketing efforts.



Hi-Fidelity Options



Hi-Fidelity Options













The implementation of this flow resulted in account conversions increasing 
from a paltry 10% to roughly 70%. And while we did not have specific 

onboarding analytics due to the previous implementation, we are seeing full 
onboarding converting at roughly 50%.

And because accounts were created before onboarding, we now have a communication channel 

to reach out to users to both understand what is failing with conversions and to entice them to 

complete onboarding via marketing efforts.


